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Stressline Ltd
Foxbank Industrial Estate, Stoney Stanton, Leicester, LE9 4LX
www.stressline.net
Tel: +44 (0)1455 272457, Fax: +44 (0)1455 274564
sales@stressline.net

CPD Overview

Stressline are a leading manufacturer and provider of structural building products including Concrete and Steel Lintels, Cast
Padstones, flooring systems, and decorative products like fencing and walling products. We have built a reputation over 50 years, and
have a dedicated specification and technical team. Contact us now.
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Available CPD Material (2)

Thermal Flooring: Making it work for you

This article looks at why thermal flooring is important and how it works. It also examines exactly how the
required u-values can be achieved and how this helps housebuilders when it comes to complying with
building regulations such as Part L and SAP ratings. By the end of the CPD you should have a greater
understanding of:
- The types of thermal flooring available in the market
- What u-values are and how they relate to thermal flooring
- Understand what specification requirements need to be advised for thermal flooring
- How manufacturers achieve specified u-values
- Live examples of thermal flooring in construction
- Alternatives to thermal flooring

Material type: Article

RIBA Core Curriculum: Design, construction and technology

Knowledge level: Microlearning

 
Lintel Intel: Specifying Lintels for New Homes and RMI

This seminar is concerned with lintel specification and the common challenges that arise. It gives tips
and advice to help make specifying easier and will help you to understand the following topics:
- The types of lintels available and their applications
- How lintel materials compare and the different properties of steel and concrete lintels
- What to consider when specifying lintels and the consequences of under and over specification
- The common challenges manufacturers of lintels face from specification

Material type: Seminar

RIBA Core Curriculum: Design, construction and technology

Knowledge level: General Awareness
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Classifications

Subject/Product Areas (CI/SfB)

Structure
Floors, including beams > Floor beams - precast concrete
Stairs > Concrete, stone stairs
Lintels, sills, weatherbars, other window/door parts > Concrete lintels
Lintels, sills, weatherbars, other window/door parts > Steel lintels

RIBA Core Curriculum areas

Design, construction and technology
Knowledge level: Microlearning
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